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IF THEY LIKED IT THEN YOU SHOULD HAVE PUT A NUMBER ON IT 
ASSESSING ARCHIVAL INSTRUCTION AND STUDENT LEARNING IN SPECIAL COLLECTIONS 
SAMANTHA CRISP 
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS 
LIBRARIAN  
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE 
ROCK ISLAND, IL 
SAMANTHACRISP@AUGUSTANA.EDU 
ABOUT AUGUSTANA COLLEGE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS 
The primary mission of Special Collections is to collect, preserve, and make 
available materials that serve the teaching and research needs of 
Augustana College. Materials in Special Collections support the 
Augustana College curriculum and assist in faculty teaching and student 
learning. Special Collections, modeled as a liberal arts learning laboratory, 
supports and fosters intellectual curiosity and provides an opportunity for 
users to develop rhetorical and critical thinking skills, cultural stewardship, 
empathy and engagement with materials, and acceptance of ambiguity 
through interactions with primary sources. Instruction sessions take the form 
of intensive, hands-on workshops in which students are guided through the 
process of primary source analysis and given significant time to work one-
on-one with a small number of resources. 
ABSTRACT 
This poster describes a yearlong project to assess student learning and 
engagement in archival instruction sessions using primary source 
materials held in Augustana College Special Collections. Special 
Collections staff has taken a four-pronged approach to assessing these 
sessions: a special test-based assessment project targeting first year 
students in introductory rhetoric classes (LSFY101), one-minute surveys 
asking participating students about their experience, comprehensive 
surveys targeting students and faculty, and in-class worksheets graded 
against a rubric to determine students’ ability to apply skills learned 
during the sessions. All data has been quantified and will be used to 
improve future class sessions. 
METHODOLOGY 
Assessment activities for the 2015-2016 school year combined affective, 
cognitive, and behavioral assessment methods to evaluate student 
learning and engagement  in archival instruction. Affective assessment 
included two anonymous surveys that gauged students’ satisfaction with 
instruction sessions. Cognitive assessment involved grading in-class 
worksheets administered during the sessions against a rubric to determine 
levels of student learning on a 4-point scale. Behavioral assessment took 
the form of pre- and post-test document analysis exercises administered to 
first year students in six introductory rhetoric classes before and after 
archival instruction sessions. Completed tests were sampled, blinded, and 
graded on a 4-point scale (adapted from Sarah Horowitz, 2013) by two 
different faculty raters. 
METHOD 2: ONE-MINUTE SURVEYS 
 
Fall Term (n = 224, blank responses removed) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Winter Term (n = 207, blank responses removed) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
METHOD 3: COMPREHENSIVE SURVEYS 
 
Faculty Survey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student Survey 
  
METHOD 4: GRADED WORKSHEETS 
 
Special Collections instruction sessions always 
incorporate a written deliverable, usually in the form of a 
short answer worksheet. All worksheets are graded 
against a rubric (adapted from Sarah Horowitz, 2013) to 
measure student learning. 
Fall Term worksheets typically included 10-12 questions 
with several layers per question. Analysis of the 
worksheets revealed a high number of vague, 
disengaged answers, or completely blank answers.  
To address these issues, Winter Term worksheets were 
shortened in length, averaging 5-7 direct questions that 
asked students to focus on a handful of primary source 
analysis techniques in-depth. This resulted in fewer 
incomplete worksheets and slightly better scores overall. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
This assessment cycle has allowed us to fundamentally 
change the way we approach archival instruction in 
several ways. Surveys revealed that students are primarily 
curious about Special Collections’ policies and procedures 
and Augustana’s institutional history, rather than how to 
find and incorporate materials into their research. A 
combination of blank answers on in-class worksheets and a 
critique of the questions asked allowed us to redesign 
deliverables to take the form of a few targeted questions or 
a short analytical essay rather than a lengthy worksheet, 
and while no data is available for spring term, anecdotally, 
students seem to enjoy and value this work more. While 
results from the LSFY101 project were statistically 
insignificant, we learned that it is likely impossible to 
measure significant learning over the course of a single 
term, and we can't expect much improvement from first 
year students after a singular experience. In light of this, we 
hope to find a way to plan a behavioral assessment project 
to evaluate students’ performance over all four years. In 
the meantime, we know (from direct observation and 
survey responses) that students do benefit from Special 
Collections instruction, and we hope our data will help us 
better communicate that fact to faculty. 
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I wish the Special Collections Librarian had talked more about… 
A Specific Event in History 
SpecColl Holdings/Operations 
One of the Items Used in Class 
Incorporating Materials into Research 
Directional Information (Hours, etc.) 
How to Analyze Primary Sources 
How to Locate Materials 
Physical Access 
Online Resources 
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My favorite part of today's session was… 
Using a Specific Resource
Using Historical Materials in General
Learning about Augustana History
Introductory Exercise
Hands-on/Active Learning
Learning about Special Collections
Group Discussion
I Hated Everything!
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What about Special Collections do you still find confusing? 
SpecColl Holdings/Operations
Analyzing Primary Sources
Locating Relevant Materials
Incorporating Materials into Research
Physically Manipulating Rare Materials
Directional Information (Hours, etc.)
Online Resources
One of the Items Used in Class
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What did you see or hear about today that you'd like to 
learn more about? 
An Item Used/Mentioned in Class
Print Culture/Textual Transmission
SpecColl Holdings/Operations
A Historical Event Mentioned in Class
Online Resources
Physically Manipulating Rare Materials
Directional Information (Hours, etc.)
How to Locate Materials
Average Score 
Fall Term 
57% 
 
 
 
 
Average Score 
Winter Term 
64% 
 
What did you like about the 
session(s)? 
 
“I liked that students were given 
guidance in analysis first through an 
example together as a class and then 
on their own.” 
“Hands-on study…directed questions 
that encouraged students to look 
closely at the material in front of them, 
make observations, and draw 
conclusions from those observations.” 
“The librarian showing older sources and 
how to use them as well as having class 
time for the students to start their 
research.” 
Were there any aspects of 
the session(s) that could be 
improved? 
 
“It seemed like a lot of the 
beginning was spent on an 
overview of the special collections 
unit and archival work in general.” 
“Probably should find a way to get 
them to continue to engage with 
archives.” 
“I always wish we had more time 
in Special Collections!” 
What did you least enjoy about 
visiting Special Collections? 
 
“The orientation was very long.” 
“Some documents are available but 
hard to find.” 
“Hours are inconvenient.” 
“I did not enjoy the pointless 
worksheets given to both the classes 
I went in with. They did not relate 
well enough to our class and my 
research process.” 
“It was time consuming because I 
was unable to bring any of the 
sources out of Special Collections.” 
What did you most enjoy about 
visiting Special Collections? 
 
“The wide variety of archival 
resources and their ease of access.” 
“The librarians there are quite helpful 
and knowledgeable.” 
“Students are allowed to actually 
touch and handle these artifacts.” 
“The look into Augustana 's past.” 
“Seeing the sorority and fraternity 
history!” 
METHOD 1: LSFY101 PROJECT 
 
The LSFY101 assessment project aimed to determine 
the impact of archival instruction and research on 
students’ analytical and critical thinking skills. Six 
LSFY101 classes participated. Students were 
assessed in the following areas: 
• Observation   • Interpretation   • Materiality 
• Evaluation/Critical Thinking 
• Engagement/Cultural Understanding 
 
Two document analysis exercises were 
administered: before the class instruction session, 
and after the session and a follow-up archival 
research project were completed. A sample of 8 
worksheets from each class were blinded and 
graded by two different raters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Results (average, out of 4 possible points): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Take away: no statistically significant 
differences.  
 
 
Pre-test document Post-test document 
Pre-test Post-test 
Observation 2.6 2.6 
Interpretation 2.1 2.3 
Materiality 2.1 2.2 
Evaluation/CT 2.0 2.3 
Engagement/CU 2.3 2.3 
Overall score 2.2 2.4 
Scan this QR code to see examples of 
effective worksheets, the rubric used 
to score the sheets, and a full 
breakdown of scores for both terms. 
Scan this QR code to see the 
documents analyzed, the document 
analysis worksheet, the scoring rubric, 
and a full breakdown of scores. 
